Danielle and paul
Set for love

BY angelica bottaro

A shared adoration of volleyball sparked a
friendship between Danielle and Paul that, over
time, would grow to be the love of their lifetime.
Each admits to a longtime crush on the other—
and when they were finally single at the same time,
that was it. They went for it.
“As soon as we had the chance, we were quick
to try it out. We bought a house within six months
and were engaged a year and a half later,” Danielle says.
Paul proposed to Danielle the night before a
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planned trip to Aruba, but first he asked her to
promise to unplug and just enjoy the time together,
then he reached behind his back and pulled out
a ring. True to her promise, the two kept their
engagement secret for the duration of their trip
and took the opportunity to enjoy the next step
of their lives together in total intimacy.
The big day came in August and the ceremony
was held at Enoch Turner Schoolhouse, a historic
site and museum. Danielle and Paul chose to
go with an antique vibe for their theme. They
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decorated the main schoolroom with big candles
in every window and classic additions such as a
working typewriter for guests to type out messages
and advice for their guestbook. There were a few
modern touches including a photo booth and
antique silver wear they used for place settings.
“I always wanted a summer wedding. The venue
looked like a church and with the sun setting as I
walked down the aisle a beautiful song was playing that described our love perfectly,” Danielle
says.
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Danielle collected
antique silverware
from her mother and
grandmother to top
the tables. Not only did
it add to the vintage
theme, it added a
personal connection
to her family on every
table.

The song was Turning Page by Sleeping at
Last and as she walked down the aisle with her
father at her intimate vintage wedding Danielle
couldn’t help but think that “the ceremony itself
was the very best moment.”
The couple had finally taken their vows to each
other and were ready to bask in the beauty that
was their vintage wedding day. With 200-year-old
books tied in lace and a rustic wine barrel as a
cake stand, the day was full of rich history and
the promise of a great future.
The couple decided to incorporate their
Polish roots into their big day with food and

drink. They had a selection of Polish sausages
and sliders with mustard for guests to feast on
while they enjoyed the R&B mashups coming
from the DJ’s spin table.
“Our DJ was great. He played the classic wedding songs to get your feet moving and I got the
chance to get requests from friends and family
beforehand,” Danielle says.
Another highlight came before dinner when
the couple took another Polish tradition and
infused it into their day.
“The tradition is that both the bride and groom
have to do a vodka shot—only one shot glass

has vodka and one has water. We choose, link
arms and whoever gets the vodka wears the
pants in the relationship. He got the vodka,”
Danielle says.
The couple didn’t just make their big day
about them, though. Both their fathers had gone
through an ordeal with cancer, so they decided
to veto guest gifts and make a donation to the
organization Movember with the money they
would have spent.
“We did a big donation because both our
fathers went through it and that was the biggest
part,” Danielle says.

In place of a seating
chart, Danielle and
Paul had a cupcake
for each guest, with
a flag bearing their
name and table
number.

“Instead of favours, we
did a big donation to the
Movember Foundation
because my husband’s
father and my father went
through it,” says Danielle.

